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DIRECTV packages offer a wide range of entertainment. Whether you prefer intensive sports coverage or a long film library, there's a perfect DIRECTV package for you! 185+ channels Great for the whole family With: TRAVEL, OWN, E!, LMN 6999/mo for 12 moss. plus taxes &amp; RSN fee w/ 24-mo. agmt. Autopay
&amp; Paperless bill req'd. Prices higher in the second year. Regional Sports Fee up to $9.99/mo. is extra &amp; applies.* Read more about DIRECTV CHOICE™ All included 250+ channels Excellent for film lovers Featuring: IFC, CHILLER, ESQUIRE, FXM 8499 /mo for 12 moss. plus taxes &amp; RSN fee w/ 24-mo.
agmt. Autopay &amp; Paperless bill req'd. Prices higher in the second year. Regional Sports Fee up to $9.99/mo. is extra &amp; valid.* Read more about DIRECTV ULTIMATE Everything Included *$19.95 ACTIVATION, EARLY TERMINATION FEE OF $20/MO. FOR EACH MONTH REMAINING ON AGMT.,
EQUIPMENT THAT DOES NOT RETURN &amp; ADD'L FEES APPLIES. Price after $5/mo. autopay &amp; paperless discount of 12 moss. The discount starts w/in 3 bills. Only new approved residential customers (equipment hire req'd). Credit cards req'd (except MA &amp; PA). Restr's apply. See terms of offer. Your
DIRECTV package comes with these features and more. Enjoy standard professional installation that comes with your DIRECTV package order. Choose a date that works best for you and let our professionals handle the rest. With DIRECTV there is no equipment to buy. A Genie HD DVR powers your entire home,
allowing you to record up to 5 shows at once and save over 200 hours of footage. Add'l equipment req'd. Add'l &amp; Advanced Receiver fees apply. The DIRECTV app makes it easy to stream TV and movies, record shows on your DVR, and control your TV — all on your mobile device. Requires DIRECTV subscription,
compatible device, and data connection. Access to content varies by device, subscription, and location. Data charges may apply. Get more out of your DIRECTV pack with a double or triple game. Add internet to your DIRECTV package for endless entertainment options. Enjoy additional features like DIRECTV On
Demand or use your high-speed AT&amp;T Internet connection to stream your favorite apps on the DIRECTV app. DIRECTV packages perfectly with AT&amp;T Internet, but the package isn't complete without AT&amp;T Phone. Streamline your home services and have an incredible experience when you bring
TOGETHER AT&amp;T Internet and AT&amp;T Phone with DIRECTV. Internet you can trust, crystal clear calls and hundreds of channel options? It's a win-win win. Shop Bundles All the sports you crave. All in one place.* Get over 40 channels of 24/7 sports with the DIRECTV Sports Pack. Catch all goals, home run
and slam dunks with the complete DIRECTV Sports Pack. With more than 35 channels included, you can watch everything from college basketball on ESPN College Extra** to fly fishing on the Outdoor Channel. Don't miss the extra entertainment you can get from DIRECTV - book today! Includes top channels like: *
Blackout and other conditions apply to sports programming. All programming programming can be changed at any time. **This channel requires HD equipment and Advanced Receiver HD. Please call 1-800-5000 for more information. Shop now You won't find an entertainment experience like DIRECTV anywhere else.
Book today and enjoy the best DIRECTV has to offer, plus a great deal on equipment, installation, programming and more. Shop deals Need help? Call to speak to a DIRECTV expert 1-877-339-0143 Terms of Service I accept TOS Cancel Over 10k reviews since 2012 How do I know I can trust these reviews about
DIRECTV? How do I know I can trust these reviews about DIRECTV? 2,731,877 reviews on ConsumerAffairs have been verified. We need contact information to make sure our reviewers are real. We use intelligent software that helps us maintain the integrity of reviews. Our moderators read all reviews to confirm quality
and helpfulness. For more information on reviews ConsumerAffairs.com please visit our FAQ. Paul of Jaffrey, NH Verified Reviewer Original review: December 31, 2020After being a Directv customer for nearly 20 years, I switched to Dish because Directv kept raising their prices. Directv owes me $108.88 for over
payment, it's been 3 months and I've got nowhere, every customer service pro has a different song and dance. STAY AWAY.teo by Paterson, NJ Verified Reviewer Original review: December 29, 2020DIRECTV remove some channels like Rey and more. Also I get annoying for all the channels were only show boring
advertising channels that we do not want. I hope they change that for 2021.LILLY of Highland Park, MI Verified Reviewer Original reviewer review: December 27, 2020Directv just lost a loyal customers, it's crazy that since the pandemic my cable bill has risen slowly but surely it's increased. Since the pandemic it has
increased almost $85 per month, every month for me to call and get switched from one rep to another without anyone helping me, a rep even had the nerves to tell me that we have been a customer for so long getting promo offers as we exceeded our amount of promotions. I got online to chat about the bill for the last
time and after 89 minutes of being transferred from person to person I decided the best thing to do was terminate my service. Directv.... I just want to know why increase prices if the money doesn't go to customer service? Bobby by Pekin, IL Verified Reviewer Original review: December 21, 2020I wish I could give zero
stars. Directv will never worry about their existing customers, we had constant fights over bills raised for no reason, constantly shotty image quality, if there is a cloud in the sky, sometimes quite clear days, took them three times to put up the dish properly. And now that they are trying to raise our bill again, we can't
cancel because we had them replace our cable box last year because it was faulty and which us into a new contract cycle that we were not aware of. Super expensive to cancel and they want us to do them favors as ship back their equipment, go go yourselves some digital service like I am. Keith by Erie, PA Verified
Reviewer Original review: December 20, 2020How to be writing another review? All the problems I have, the many people who already write reviews have listed. Every DIRECTV customer has been through what these reviews have shown. But they send things as rated number 1 in customer satisfaction. Seems like they
are run by a political party that always lies and blame others. Now they don't pick up the phone on Sundays because no one ever has a problem with service on a Sunday.David of Pueblo, CO Verified Reviewer Original reviewer review: December 18, 2020Var a customer for thirteen years. Sent me to the collection for
$26. As a good paying customer who never missed a payment that is not right. Really unhappy. I'll keep up with the bad comments, not fair to get a bad check mark on my credit!david of Spring Hill, TN Verified Reviewer Original reviewer reviewer review: December 17, 2020Direct TV engages in fraud, and probably
rakes in millions of fraudulent dollars each year. I used them for five years, with bills for AT&T bundled services always sent to me by mail and paid by bill from my bank. They've never had permission to use my credit card for anything, let alone what they call autopay. They never charged my card (don't have permission
and I don't even know how they got the card number) for five years until I canceled and moved to another state. So DirectTV started auto-charging $62.12 per month on my Visa card, without any permission or even notice. After three months, I caught the fraud, and Visa has blocked further charges. I spent hours on
phone calls and live chat with DirectTV agents without result - for example, yesterday first being referred to an agent, then a supervisor, and then a floor manager, with long chats with each, until the floor manager finally suggested I call their loyalty department. One agent even repeatedly refused to tell me the service
address the charges were for. With this kind of fraud repeated thousands of times a year, and DirectTV stonewalling any protest until the victim finally throws in the towel, you can see how DirectTV can rake in millions of dollars a year. As a former career prosecutor, I would call for a federal investigation and encourage
class action lawsuits. DirectTV will no doubt get away with fraud until it is stopped. Read the full review Jessica of Anaheim, CA Verified Reviewer Original review: December 16, 2020I switch my service from U-verse to DIRECTV and about a year and a half ago, and to this day I can't access my online account. I have
called many times trying to get someone to help me and every time I have to give them the whole story over and over again. Why can't they look at the notes to see what's happened. They keep me on the phone or chat for over 2 hours to tell me that they do something about it and have to send it to high up and they will
contact you and then no calls ever. They can withdraw my monthly payment but can't fix the fix Account. This is ridiculous. Debra by Pleasantville, PA Verified Reviewer Original review: December 12, 2020Had to call 4 times to try to get a problem resolved. They never have a tutor available and say they will call back, but
they rarely ever do. I've been with Directv for 20 years and since At&t only took over problems. Will look at taking my business elsewhere asap. Would not recommend this company to anyone. Carly of Brooklyn, NY Verified Reviewer Original review: December 11, 2020Satellite connection error appeared 3 days ago in
the apartment at my workplace commercial building. Our building is in Chelsea and they keep planning technicians to come and repair the service, but the technicians won't even come in and look at the equipment. They just assume they know it's a job for the Multi Housing Unit and then they cancel the appt on their end.
No one tells us. They just don't show up in the four-hour window they assigned us, so we call, and that's how we find out. After checking our account and being put on hold and then automatically transferred to the 800 number, or worse given the wrong phone numbers. (A supervisor named Kat gave me an expedition
number for Best Buy in the Midwest!) I am usually transferred to the main 1 800 number as soon as I am put on hold after checking the account so I may be asked to do it again. I am currently 3 days in and now on hold with Jay in a non-US location that cannot be disclosed while he reschedules the appt for Monday
(though I'm calling trying to check on an appt that was to be scheduled today by Kat who gave me the Best Buy number.) and he can't promise the technician will come. I've called DirecTv 25 times today at least and got nowhere. At the 718-785-5567 number where I spoke to Kat all reps just pick up and as soon as I ask
for her, transfer me to the 800 number so they don't have to deal with the call. I've never been as embarrassed about an entire organization as I am today. AT&amp;T, which has been synonymous with horrific customer service for years, has finally been effective at something! Integrating just that into their DirecTV
divisions. I hope they all enjoy watching football this Sunday while we stare at our mistake. Read the full review Next next
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